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Second Life Micro-Ethnographies 

 

Organica:  

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Happy%20Clam%20Island/77/124/35  

The first location I visited was a techno/trance type of music club located within a 

psychedelic forest.  A DJ booth held unmanned open laptops, which produced the trance 

music that was audible throughout the area.  The psychedelic forest itself consisted of 

groves of gigantic mushrooms and flowers, and trees with stylized blue human figures 

wrapped around them, climbing.  At one point I walked through a giant plant which 

might well have been an octopus’s garden in the shade.   Psychedelic tapestries floated in 

the air, as well as semi-transparent figures that resembled owls crossed with Native 

American thundergods.  In a couple of areas around the forest there were stages set up, 

and while entering the stages walls collapsed together in such a way as to give the 

impression of walking into a giant multi-colored flower.  Generally speaking, the design 

of the area was characterized by gigantism, giving the sensation of being ant-sized and 

making one’s way through a garden, assaulted by the sensory overload of colors and 

sounds.    

 

Kinetica:  

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Caberfae/39/36/601  

Kinetica is a “kinetic sound and vision space” designed by electronic musician Kirsty 

Hawkshaw. Upon teleportation, you land in a round, wooden room where floating, moon-

like globes blow past you.  A large welcome mat with arrows directs you into a cave-like 

corridor where, periodically, you pass through screens featuring pictures: of talking 

people, of blurred geometric shapes, of mechanistic imagery such as gears.  The pictures 

break apart as you pass through them.  All of this is accompanied by a subtle wash of 

sound that gives the impression of very slow waves passing over you as you walk 

through the circuit of hallways and images. 

 

Mississippi Delta Blues: 

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Mississippi%20Delta%20Blues/192/182/27  

The Mississippi Delta Blues area acts as a virtual museum of Delta blues history.   

Initial teleportation lands you in front of a stage set in a clearing in a cotton field.  

Walking around the area you pass through a set of locations associated with the Delta 

Blues: a farmhouse, steamship, railroad and railway station, and a town with shops. A 

teleportation map offers you places to visit such as the Delta Blues Museum and the 

Crossroads.  Trail markers explain specific places, such as the Dockery Plantation, or 

specific people, like Charley Patton, giving historical tidbits and mapping out influences 

on the development of the blues.  The area thus acts as an educational site as well as a 

place for hearing music.   

 

Dakari Isle 

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Happy%20Clam%20Island/77/124/35
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Caberfae/39/36/601
http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Mississippi%20Delta%20Blues/192/182/27


http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Dakari%20Isle/155/150/22   

I visited Dakari Isle hoping to find a guitar concert that wasn’t there.  What I did find was 

a charming set-up with a gypsy cart and several friendly deer gamboling around. And 

there was a floating set of globes with peoples faces floating in the air looking over us all.  

To the side was a stage and a circle of stone benches surrounding a bonfire pit.  Off to the 

other side was a circle of percussion instruments that you could play; the instruments 

were marked elven gongs, elven congas, elven timpani, etc., and all decorated with Celtic 

knotwork.   And there’s a large unicorn by the gypsy cart.   

  

Zhora Falls 

http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/SERENDIPITY%20ISLE/192/28/27  

Zhora Falls features a stage set up at the center of a ring of waterfalls.  Beside the stage, 

where audience members can wander, is an area that looks like a slightly space age 

fantasy of ancient Greek architecture and waterfalls.  The place is dotted with spaces for 

socializing, from set dinner tables to bars to couches made of animal skins and giant 

animal horns.  When I visited, a solo female singer in a black and flesh-colored bodysuit 

was singing covers of disco, 80’s tunes, and Lady Gaga.  The singer, evidently trying to 

cross the virtual space into the real one, paused between songs for stage banter that 

included statements like “if you saw me in real life, I have the biggest breasts ever.  I’m 

so beautiful, just the biggest breasts.”  A few people danced in front of the stage, but most 

of the people listening were lounging in park benches along a walkway to the side of the 

stage with shops and galleries.   
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